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ABSTRACT

The initial aim of this research was to develop a design format for a surfing magazine
entitled Soulwave. The concept of ‘soul surfing’, reflected in the proposed magazine’s
title, is a process of self-discovery and connection with nature popularly understood
by surfers in Australia. The subsequent investigation of the Australian surf subculture
in this thesis allows for an understanding of the reader demographic addressed by
surfing magazines.
The key theories and methodologies used in this study are ‘homology’, a concept that
applies to both the analysis of subcultures and design, and ‘semiology’, a strategy to
explore the meaning of design choices. The supporting ‘case studies’ referred to in this
document analyse examples of magazines with recognised market profiles. The applied
theory and methodology provides the analytical tools to uncover design decisions in the
two uniquely designed magazine examples Beach Culture and Monster Children.
The following thesis critically explores expertise required in editorial and magazine
design to reveal strategies and tactics that inform the stylistically adaptive designer
model. The intention is to question and analyse the variation of styles within
current lifestyle magazines and then to ask how contradictions in this approach test
conventional style parameters often thought of as core to a publication’s identity and
layout.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
There comes a time in every surfer’s life when he realises, he’s always
going to be a surfer – forever. It’s no longer what he does, it’s who he is.
It’s part of his inner compass. (Dana Brown, 2003)
The above statement by Dana Brown, director of the surf documentary Step Into Liquid
(2003), articulates a point of view that sees surfing not only as a sport or hobby, but as
the lifestyle of an entire subculture. For most surfers, the first experience on the board
consists of physical struggle accompanied by swallowing litres of salt water. However,
once they paddle past the break of the waves and become surrounded by the vastness
of the ocean to then ride a perfect wave back to more concrete reality of where the
sea meets the sand, the escape of surfing can become an addiction and life-changing
experience. Following the increase in popularity of surfing during the later twentieth
century came an industry of merchandise, clothing, brands and magazines. According
to the 2010 Annual Report of the not-for-profit national sporting organisation, Surfing
Australia, there were more than 2.5 million recreational surfers in the nation, with
three out of ten surfers being female. Statistics demonstrate that the surf subculture
in Australia remains predominantly masculine, although the first Australian to ride a
wave in 1914 was a woman, Isobel Latham (Fitzgerald & Clarke, 2002, p. 322). Surfing
Australia further states, “surfing remains one of the most marketable sports in Australia”
(2010, p. 1). The aim of this thesis is to explore methods of addressing surfing as a
subculture through magazine design.
Through the following research (and parallel studio practice with my own surfing
magazine), the core goal is to gain expertise in the field of magazine publication.
Despite digital-only magazine publications threatening to push aside the print industry,
hard copy still retains collector value and general popularity, keeping it a motivated
practice in graphic design. Although many guide books give advice about general
publication design, few are based on in-depth research that engages in critical magazine
design analysis. Time spent as an international student residing beside the Illawarra
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coastline gave me the opportunity to try surfboard riding for the first time and to
obtain a brief glimpse into the surfing subculture. My experiences altered my previous
assumptions and stimulated curiosity about this area of Australian culture, shifting the
focus of my research onto how the surf subculture is served by magazine design.
Exploring the subculture of Australian surfers and how to address those surfers in
publication design raises two key questions: Why and how do lifestyle magazines use
variety in layout design? Does a varied layout approach contradict the conventional idea
that a publication is governed by unified style parameters that reinforce marketplace
identity? These two questions are addressed in the following thesis.
A popular assumption, specifically when addressing a surfing audience, is that the
design of a magazine should allow for creative and experimental design decisions.
However, certain conventional style parameters need to be considered if one is to make
informed layout choices. The thesis questions the importance of these conventional style
parameters (albeit selectively) and investigates why and how they may be pushed or
modified in order to create a magazine that is most likely to fit its purpose and achieve
its aims. At this point, it is important to clarify the term ‘style’, as it is often used in this
thesis. The French sociologist, anthropologist and philosopher Pierre Bourdieu explains
style through the example of handwriting:
… a singular way of tracing letters which always produces the same writing,
i.e., graphic forms which, in spite of all the differences in size, material
or colour due to the surface (paper or blackboard) or the instrument (pen
or chalk) – in spite, therefore, of the different use of muscles – present an
immediately perceptible family resemblance, like all the features of style or
manner whereby a painter or writer can be recognized as infallibly as a man
by his walk. (1984/2010, p. 168)
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Bourdieu’s example above describes the distinct stylistic properties of handwriting
and identifies these traits as the key characteristics of a style, which can be identified,
attributed and analysed. Nikolas Coupland, author of Style: Language Variation and
Identity notes that a “particular style – what allows us to call it a style – is an assemblage
of design choices“ (2007, p. 1). He also argues that style has a “social meaning”, that
even if applied differently than intended will display its origin (Coupland, 2007, p. 1).
When styles are referred to within this thesis, the term points toward design choices,
social meanings and their origin.
At this point, it is important to understand the main conventional style parameters before
discussing how they can be tested or broken. Most lifestyle magazines create a visual
identity so that readers can distinguish their particular magazine among competitor
publications on a shelf. This identity is part of the conventional style parameters of
magazine design, and includes branding, grid, colour, layout, typography and overall
content structure. The identity of a magazine is created through the combination of
all design choices. Paul Cleveland refers to the importance of layout to identity by
explaining, “the development of ‘house styles’ in magazine publication is an example of
how the graphic treatment of space can value add to the branding of an entity” (2010, p.
3). In other words, Cleveland claims that magazines need to develop a so-called ‘house
style’ where each page keeps the same amount of space related to the content in order to
establish an identity. The layout is in fact an essential aspect of magazine design.
In their book Layout, Gavin Ambrose and Paul Harris argue that the arrangement of
design elements can control the pace of a publication through combining information
or creating design breakpoints between chapters (2005, p. 82). The layout thus
contains style parameters, which need to be carefully considered to create the flow of
a publication. This style parameter can be defined as a ‘mechanical skill’ used in the
implementation of consistent layout decisions within a magazine (Cleveland, 2010,
p. 4). This consistency creates an identity, allowing subscribing readers to recognise
and establish a connection between each article in the issue. On the other hand, too
Wollenberg - 9

much consistency would become boring, so in order to keep a publication interesting,
‘aesthetic skill’ creates design solutions with new visual experiences throughout the
magazine (2010, p. 5). Cleveland further notes, “The influences of subcultures can be
a powerful force in the selection of appropriate graphics and typographic arrangement”
(p. 5). Cleveland’s statement asserts the necessity of understanding the reader
demographic for magazine design. By first researching the surf subculture, the following
discussion establishes an understanding of the aim of surfing magazines and what makes
their target readership unique.
It is important also to consider the link between graphics and articles in magazines
as an additional layout style parameter. The design choice is part of the designer’s
interpretation of the content. As David Carson states, “Don’t mistake legibility for
communication” (cited in Pipes, 2005, p. 168). Carson’s work is discussed in more
detail in the case study in Chapter 4 on his contribution to contemporary magazine
design. At this point, however, the concept of communication is an important style
parameter worth investigating. A proficient designer determines when the visual
message becomes significant and communicates content more effectively than the
accompanying text. According to communication and linguistics professor Theo
van Leeuwen, a relatively new approach in design involves blurred “boundaries
between letter forms and images” where the focus is on communication rather than
legibility (2006, p. 143). However, the way experimental content is expressed visually
depends on the editor of an individual publication. The boundaries of the typographic
communication therefore depend on stylistic parameters enforced by the magazine’s
management.
Another significant style parameter in magazine design is the overall structure or
organisation of the content. Almost all magazines require a cover page, table of
contents, editorial and feature articles, as well as advertisements. It is important for
layout to meet the expectations of readers to be able to locate specific content without
confusion. Yet not all magazines conform strictly to the commonly used conventions
Wollenberg - 10

and not all style parameters are necessarily adhered to in any one publication design. To
assist in understanding how communication design conventions are tested by the need
to meet the values and expectations of potential readers, the following chapter explores
subculture theory. My focus is concentrated on surf and subculture studies, referring to
Dick Hebdige (1979/2003), Kent Pearson (1979), Ken Gelder (2005), Nick Ford and
David Brown (2006). The discussion of design methodologies is supported by the work
of Henri Lefebvre (1971/2000), John Fiske (1990), Marita Sturken and Lisa Cartwright
(2001), Audrey Bennett (2006), Theo van Leeuwen (2006), and Gillian Rose (2007).
Later chapters analyse two industry examples of surfing magazines, Beach Culture
designed by David Carson and Monster Children created by Campbell Milligan.
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Chapter 2: Surfing Subculture and Magazines
Surf subcultures are simultaneously locally attached, to a domestic coast or beach, and
global, as the common quest for the perfect ride extends over continents and oceans.
Despite distance, surf subculture members share common values and connections with
nature. This chapter describes the development of surfing from its early struggles to
an era of commercialisation, as well as profiling the readership of surfing magazines.
The chapter also introduces the concept of ‘homology’ and how it applies to the surfing
culture.
2.1 History of Surfing
A brief history of surfing and the first surf magazines will provide necessary
understanding of how the Australian surf subculture originated, thereby demonstrating
the reason for potential variety in layout design of magazines addressing readers who
surf. In 1777, Captain James Cook was one of the first Europeans to witness canoe
surfing in Tahiti. He wrote in his journal Voyage to the Pacific Ocean that he “could
not help concluding that this man felt the most supreme pleasure while he was driven
on so fast and so smoothly by the sea” (cited in Warshaw, 1960/2002, pp. 106-107).
According to Geoffrey Clarke, “the missionaries forbade the surfing culture of the
Tahitians in the early 1800s when seeing naked men and women engaging in such a
pleasurable pastime” (cited in Fitzgerald & Clarke, 2002, p. 322). Clarke also claims
that this may have also been the first time that surfing was considered “anti-social
behaviour”, establishing surfers as members of a subculture going against the norm (p.
322). Surfing was introduced to Australia in 1914, and although the surfing sport was
originally invented in Hawaii, Joshua Gliddon insisted that, “with more coastline than
anywhere on Earth, we’ve made it our own” (2002, p. 14). Gliddon ties the practice of
surfing to Australia’s national identity, a claim supported by the 2010 Annual Report of
Surfing Australia showing that more than one in ten Australians surf, giving the nation
an estimated number of 2.5 million recreational surfers (p. 1). However, the popularity
of surfing among mainstream Australians has shifted focus from the connection with
the natural environment (during the 1960s) to a marketable business in the early 21st
century.
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Paul Scott (2005) traces the first surfing magazine back to the 1950s American movie
industry. He describes how the magazine started off as a promotional booklet for an
American movie called The Surfer by filmmaker John Severson, who designed the
accompanying magazine himself (Scott, 2005, p. 7). A few years later, in 1961, the
first Australian surf magazine entitled The Australian Surfer was published by the
nineteen-year-old surfer Lee Cross (2005, p. 8). According to Scott, the first edition of
this Australian magazine was inspired by its American forerunner, The Surfer, in both
content and design (Scott, p. 8). Because of financial difficulties The Australian Surfer
published no more than two issues, but the concept of a particularly Australian surfing
magazine was continued by Jack Eden, Garry Birdsall and Bob Weeks, who published
Surfabout Australasian Surfer in 1962 (Scott, 2005, p. 9).
Since the 1960s the surfing magazine industry has gone through numerous changes in
design and content. The development from a genuine ‘soul surfing’ community in the
1960s to today’s commercial surf industry of global brands and profit indexes has had a
major impact on the surf subculture. Nick Ford and David Brown (2006, p. 68) discuss
the contemporary media and commercial aspects of the worldwide surf lifestyle:
While surfing may be associated with a certain style and with ‘cool’ by
some members of the wider society, the ways that such an appeal has been
used in the commodification and commercialization of surfing subculture
is regarded with some considerable ambivalence or even disdain by many
surfers.
Contemporary surf magazines in the Australian market include Tracks, Monster
Children, Surfing Life, Australian Longboarding and Movement Mag, among others.
Like most magazines, these publications include large amounts of advertisements,
attesting to the way surfing has become victim to commercialisation. This started in
the 1980s, when surfing became a competitive sport through media coverage, and “it
seemed that with the influence of the marketing requirements of sponsors, many surfers
Wollenberg - 13

have lost their distinctive ‘sub-culture’ image and the spirituality of surfing” (Fitzgerald
& Clarke, 2002, p. 323). After this statement, however, Geoffrey Clarke expressed his
belief that the surf spirit was still alive within the majority of committed surfers. The
positive attitude of surfers to never give up the search for perfect waves is a reflection of
this opinion (p. 323).
It is a common observation that many people attempt to surf and claim identity with
the subculture by wearing branded clothes provided by the surf marketing industry.
However, such part-time surfers are not necessarily the actual community of ‘soulsurfers’. The term ‘soul-surfing’, coined by Brad Malekian, describes the riding of
waves for pure pleasure with complete awareness of the way lifestyle, recreational
sport and natural surroundings intersect (2005, p. 115). To explore both sides of the
‘more commercial’ versus ‘true subcultural’ divide would be a large undertaking.
Consequently, this thesis focuses on magazine design targeting ‘soul-surfers’ as their
main readership, and thereby omits exploration of the more mainstream commercial surf
industry beyond what is necessary to the task at hand.
2.2 The Surf Subculture
Developing a magazine that will have wide and profitable distribution requires research
into the reader demographic, which in this case can be assumed to be members of the
surf subculture. Yet, in order to understand magazine designs that target an audience of
surf subculture members, the term ‘subculture’ needs to be defined and the question of
exactly what constitutes a subculture needs to be answered, as Ken Gelder explains:
Subcultures must exhibit a distinctive enough shape and structure to make
them identifiably different from their ‘parent’ culture. They must be focused
around certain activities, values, certain uses of material artefacts, territorial
spaces etc. which significantly differentiate them from the wider culture.
(2005, p. 94)
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Gelder’s statement does not explicitly acknowledge that subcultures can be constituted
of individuals sharing similar subcultural values without being in direct contact with
one another. Nevertheless, Kent Pearson (1979, p. 14) made this connection in an early
study of Australian and New Zealand surfing subcultures, when he noted that “people
who share a particular subculture do not necessarily take part in a system of interactive
social behaviour”. Pearson’s observation reinforces the point that individuals can be
isolated from others but still be part of the subculture due to their values, activities, and
artefacts. In terms of the Australian surf subculture this means that, for example, surfers
from Queensland and Victoria may inhabit different locations but share common values,
wave riding activities, surfboard artefacts and ocean territory, making them part of the
same subculture.
In his book Subculture: The Meaning of Style, Dick Hebdige (1979) traces the study of
subcultures back to sociologists and criminologists in Chicago, who collected evidence
on “juvenile street gangs and deviant groups” during the 1920s (p. 75). Hebdige
explains that the attraction of subcultures lies within the violation of social order,
when people decide to act provocatively against the dominant classes (1979, p. 19). He
further notes, “it is precisely objections and contradictions (...) that find expression in
subculture” (p. 17) so as to challenge the conventional hegemony via self and group use
of contradictory styles. Hebdige investigates subcultures such as hipsters, rastafarians,
mods, teds and skinheads, and he mentions that “chaos at every level” was actually an
organised style in the punk subculture (p. 113). These subcultures, or as Hebdige calls
them, ‘subordinate groups’, can assign significant meanings to objects that encode
a form of resistance. Paul Willis explains in Common Culture that “such styles have
been lauded for their symbolic work in borrowing and transforming everyday objects
or fashion components, recoding them according to internal subcultural grounded
aesthetics”, showing that subcultures create their identities from the mainstream
cultures surrounding them (1990, p. 87). It is important to note that Hebdige’s and
Willis’ theories derive from a perspective of post-war British subcultures, rather than
Australian surfers (McGloin, 2005, p. 34). Although these subcultures were opposing
Wollenberg - 15

a European class system, the concept of resistance still needs to be explored in terms
of the Australian surf subculture. The conflicts in Australian beach culture began with
several national and state laws, first forbidding Aboriginals to swim in the surf during
colonial times, then banning surfers from the beaches in daytime in the early 20th
century (Bra Boys, 2007). As surfing became very popular in the 1960s, the Australian
government implemented a fee for board registration, so surfers who could not pay the
fee were unable to surf (Bra Boys, 2007). In an interview for the Australian movie Bra
Boys, Wayne Bartholemew says that within Australia a negative stigma was attached
to national surfers, although they were respected in global competitions (2007). After
these issues, the surf community in Australia became a subculture that created its own
lifestyle and codes that can be defined through the theory of ‘homology’.
2.3 Homology in Subculture Studies
The theories and methodologies for the analysis of the surf subculture in this thesis can
be traced to the disciplines of anthropology, sociology, linguistics and literature studies.
In particular ‘homology’, although a concept often used in natural sciences, is in this
case examined from its anthropological and sociological origins. In the book Totemism,
social anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss explains ‘structural homology’ in terms of
a connection between natural species and social groups (1962/1969, pp. 79-81). LéviStrauss investigates Franz Boas essay ‘The Origins of Totemism’ (1916), where Boas
mentions homology in his conclusion, not as a theoretical term, but literally to describe
“distinguishing marks of social divisions of a tribe” (Boas, p. 326). Lévi-Strauss takes
on this literal use of the term and demonstrates:
In every one of its practical undertakings, anthropology (…) does no more
than assert a homology of structure between human thought in action and
the human object to which it is applied. The methodological integration of
essence and form reflects, in its own way, a more necessary integration –
that between method and reality. (1962/1969, p. 164)
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Lévi-Strauss uses the term homology to describe an “orderly correspondence” between
human thoughts and objects, while shifting the term, for the first time, from its literal
use by Boas (1916) to a concept that underpins Lévi-Strauss’ structural methods and
theories (Lévi-Strauss, 1963, p. 232). In Profane Culture (1978), Paul Willis is one of
the first to relate homology directly to subcultural studies of hippies and motor-bike
boys. In relation to his hippie and music studies, Willis uses homology to examine the
connection between “living culture and the internal form of music” (1978, p. 168). The
journal article ‘Socio-symbolic homologies: Exploring Paul Willis’ Theory of Cultural
Forms’ discusses homology in socio-symbolic relation and refers to it as “forms of
correspondences between different social groups’ conditions, positions and subjectivities
and symbolic articulation” (Trondman, Lund & Lund, 2011, p. 578). Hebdige takes up
Willis’ concept of homology to argue that subcultures are internally “characterized by
an extreme orderliness” (p. 113). This implies that when withdrawing from the common
culture a subculture needs an organised structure within its members. This definition
is then developed by John Clarke’s ‘Style’, who clarifies, “the selection of the objects
through which the style is generated is (…) a matter of homologies between the group’s
self-consciousness and the possible meanings of the available objects” (Clarke, cited
in Hall & Jefferson, (1993/2004), p. 179). In a more recent definition, Chris Barker
describes homology in terms of subcultures’ social order, values, symbols and styles,
explaining that in particular, “the theory of homology connects a located lived culture as
a set of constitutive relationships to the surrounding objects, artefacts, institutions and
practices” (Barker, 2004, p. 87).
The previously mentioned theorists discuss homology with a focus on hippies,
skinheads and punks, and bikers, yet homology can also be applied to the description
of the surf subculture. To be considered a member of the surf subculture an extensive
time commitment is required to follow the waves (Brown & Ford, 2006, p. 61).
Furthermore, the fashion styles of wetsuits, board-shorts, flip-flops, and salty, sunbleached hair can be considered codes or signals of the surf subculture. Brown and Ford
also add “surfing etiquette in crowded conditions”, which includes a set of rules to avoid
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dangerous collisions when several surfers paddle for the same wave (p. 64). In general,
surfers are assumed to have a ‘laid-back’ lifestyle where they are able to chase the best
waves around the world. This is an assumption that is not applicable to all surfers.
Colleen McGloin suggests that not only may surfing be a subculture, it also exhibits
countercultural signs. She links surfers to the demonstrative movements during the
1960s and 1970s of returning to nature and defines countercultures:
As a term used primarily to signify hippies, students, or more recently, the
alternative, ‘back to the land’ lifestyles of people who opt (or can afford)
to ‘drop out’, countercultures, although originating from a position of
disenchantment, signify less a rebellion than a side-stepping of ideological
hegemony. (2005, p. 37)
This counterculture idea shows that the surf lifestyle can also provide a platform
for some mainstream culture members to retreat from the fast-paced life and return
to nature. It does not necessarily imply that all aspects of their lives will signify the
surfing subculture codes. However, addressing a surf readership that juggles a fastpaced business world while retreating to surfing when possible allows for new a layout
approach to magazine design. Taking account of the above lifestyle pressures allows
print options to vary from a more calming and organised design to aggressive and
experimental layouts addressing an audience of professional surfers fighting for waves.
The next chapter focuses on these design possibilities and explains methodologies in the
exploration of designs.
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Chapter 3: DESIGN THEORIES AND METHODOLOGIES IN SURFING
MAGAZINES
For many design researchers, meanings are simply subjective icing on
the cake rather than shared codes baked into the object itself, connecting
designer, producer, user, and the culture at large in a shared world.
(Almquist & Lupton, 2010, p. 4)
Since this thesis investigates the connection between the surf subculture and design,
this chapter examines the theory of homology and how it relates to design as well as
qualitative research methods such as semiology and case studies.
3.1 Homology in Magazine Design
The concept of homology was discussed in the previous chapter in connection to
subcultures, but it also relates to the design analysis of magazines. Malcolm Barnard
describes homology as a modernist concept that combines aesthetics, style and function,
creating typestyles and layouts as design (2005, p. 146).
In order to relate the homology theory to design analysis, Boradkar (2005, p. 88)
suggests that critiquing and identifying design aspects alone may not satisfy the
research, but finding patterns of homology in terms of style, attitudes and the spirit
of the decade can create a critical perspective of the design style and decisions. This
approach to design analysis supports the development of deeper understanding and
identification of meanings created by the design. Another theory concerned more
specifically with the study of meaning is ‘semiology’.
3.2 Semiology and Ideologies
The concept of semiology involves an image (sound or word) called the Signifier, and
its meaning, referred to as the Signified, that together establish the Sign (Sturken &
Cartwright 2001, p. 29). The French sociologist Henri Lefebvre (1971/2000, p. 113)
notes that “objects, in practice, become signs, and signs objects; and a ‘second nature’
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takes the place of the first, the initial layer of perceptible reality”. Lefebvre is describing
the idea of meanings attached to signs. According to Gillian Rose (2007, p. 74)
“semiology confronts [...] the question of how images make meanings” and is thereby
concerned with the social effects on the audience or, to apply this concept to magazine
design, the readership. Rose further notes, “semiology offers a very full box of
analytical tools for taking an image apart and tracing how it works in relation to broader
systems of meaning” (2007, p. 74). She encourages the viewer/practitioner to select the
signs that can be found within an image and to consider how different meanings can be
associated with these signs, depending on the intended or actual audience.
In Roland Barthes’ often quoted essay ‘Rhetoric of the Image’ (first published in French
in 1964 and translated into English in 1977), he explains semiotics through interpreting
advertisement designs using signs appealing to daily habits widespread in the culture.
Barthes addresses common knowledge stereotypes when combining visual signs with
linguistic messages (pp. 32-35). He also explains how compositions of objects can
appeal to the audience’s memory. In Barthes’ example of a French advertisement for
an ‘Italian’ pasta product, branded Panzani (Fig. 1),
the viewer’s cultural knowledge comes into play
as it measures and decodes the linguistic and nonlinguistic signs. For example, Barthes first points to
the denotational and connotational linguistic message
in the Panzani advertisement that is legibly French
and Italian. Barthes then moves on to decode “the
pure image” in the advertisement that represents
a typical household’s return from a market, the
image encoding both messages of “freshness of the
Figure 1: French Panzani advertisement
for Italian pasta.

products” and “domestic preparation” (1964/1977,
pp. 33-34). The cultural signifiers are the colours

red, green, and yellow, encoding the typical Italian country colours, identifiable to most
French citizens (pp. 32-51).
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The Panzani advertisement as an example demonstrates how Barthes’ method of
semiology was applied to encode and decode specific meanings, in consideration
of reception by a French audience. In general, Barthes’ method applies not only to
advertisements but to magazine design as well, when codes within the images used
may operate on different levels of interpretation, depending on the reader’s knowledge.
As Ann C. Tyler states, “An audience holds or recognizes certain beliefs and reads
messages based on these beliefs” (cited in Bennett, 2006, p. 37). If the audience lacks a
particular belief or knowledge they will most likely omit or miss codes within an image
(that is, failing to decode the encoded message).
Designs almost always use literal messages and symbolic messages (Innis, 1985,
p. 199). Often, the literal message is most obvious and the symbolic message supports
it to the extent of the viewer’s knowledge. Barthes points out that the literal message
can hardly exist on its own, as even a naive image “would immediately join the
sign of naivety and be completed by a third – symbolic – message” (1985, p. 199).
Within design practice it is possible that creative decisions encode messages that are
unintentional. Such inaccurate codes can occur if designers do not carefully plan which
messages to encode and how to avoid misinterpretation. John Fiske notes, “One of the
main aims of semiotic analysis is to provide us with the analytical method and the frame
of mind to guard against this sort of misreading” (1990, p. 87).
Another concern of semiological decoding involves abstract designs. Lefebvre describes
the problem in cubism, where the viewer fills in the signified (meaning) or even
contributes the signifier (image) of what he or she claims to be represented. Lefebvre
explains, “in both cases the massive intervention of symbols and the shift from the
expressive to the significant split the unity of signifier and signified and the referential
perceptible reality vanished” (1971/2000, p. 113). In such a case it can be difficult to
apply the methodology of semiotics for interpretation of the design. However, most
magazine designs focus on signs that relate to an article and are more easily interpreted
by the target audience.
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Applying semiology specifically to magazines, Jonathan Bignell (1997/2002, p. 57)
argues that an issue arises with the fact that “not all of the magazine’s readers will
belong to the group which the magazine targets”. Therefore, some of the signs used
in a particular magazine to target an ‘ideal’ reader might not be decodable for other
readers, leading to a different readership of subscribers and ‘sample readers’ (p. 57).
Bignell further notes that the sales of single copies demonstrate the appeal of each issue,
helping publishers and advertisers to determine its success (p. 57). It is also important
in semiology to understand that “the way we read (quickly, slowly, superficially,
attentively, etc.) has a significant effect on how signs are decoded” (1997/2002, p. 63),
which changes the ability of individual readers to decode the intended signs.
It is not uncommon for signs to have more than one meaning, making them polysemic
(Rose, 2007, p. 98). In such cases there are preferred meanings, also called ideologies.
Rose explains how “knowledge that legitimates the social position of dominant
groups is ideological; but so too are those knowledges of other possibilities for social
organization that are held by the dominant groups” (pp. 76-77). This defines ideology
as a complex, shared value and belief system, which identifies the way things are and
how they should be (Sturken & Cartwright, 2001, p. 21). Since semiology is a strongly
audience-based concept, it is a valuable methodology in magazine design, where the
ideological reader demographic needs the ability to decode signs. In the case of surfing
magazines, the ideological readership consists of subculture members. Their ways of
thinking and knowledge of surfing are different from those of the wider culture and they
can therefore decode surfing messages in the design.

3.3 Case Study Methodology
The following analysis uses qualitative research in the form of case studies as the most
suitable option for the analysis of successful magazine designs, especially as case
studies provide focused information on graphic design as practised. The British designer
Matt Cooke, for instance, has noted the usefulness of a combination of case study and
practice to refine research and design output:
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I initially developed the design methodology by researching theorists and
practitioners in the field (…). From the pool of existing work, I was able to
devise a first draft of my own methodology, which was an evolution of the
existing theoretical models and was designed to be updated and modified
with use (Cooke, cited in Bennet, 2006, p. 132).
The study of cases in the design industry benefits the promotion of new ideas, as
through the examination of existing work and comparison of several examples, new
theories can be developed and practice improved. Cooke also notes that with the case
study approach a suitable visual language can be developed that reflects current design
trends (p. 135). Examining the magazine industry for successful design methods
provides the designer with a comparative visual and technical research archive
from which to develop new approaches that meet current trends. In Being and Time
(1953/1996), the German philosopher Martin Heidegger explains a shifting away from
the “what” and a focus towards the “how” in research (p. 24). He sets up this concept
via an examination of “phenomenology”, which he proposes is “opposed to all free
floating constructions and accidental findings; it is also opposed to taking over concepts
only seemingly demonstrated; and likewise to pseudo-questions which often are
spread abroad ‘problems’ for generations” (Heidegger, p. 24). In effect, Heideggerian
phenomenology differs by its search for the self-evident or at the very least by
making “explicit” what might be found in an “ontological structure” (that is, what
might be found in entities that exist in the tangible, concrete world as against abstract
speculation) (pp. 69-70). In short, the Heideggerian approach questions what is behind
or hidden in problems and focuses research on finding meaning, as Heidegger states:
This circumspect noticing of the reference to the particular what-for makes
the what-for visible and with it the context of the work... The context of
useful things appears not as a totality never seen before, but as a totality that
has continually been seen beforehand in our circumspection. (1953/1996,
p. 70)
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Heidegger also questions the context of design that allows for awareness of its considered
elements, noting that “when something at hand is missing whose everyday presence
was so much a matter of course that we never paid attention to it, this constitutes
a breach in the context of references discovered in our circumspection” (p. 70). In
practice, we are usually consumed by trying to see the whole picture, to a degree that
its several constitutive items may pass unseen. Yet, as Heidegger has noted, these
minor references are nevertheless what holds contextual meaning together. Heidegger
points out that in order to value an everyday item or everyday presence [Zugegensein]
it needs to be missing, because it becomes unnoticed as consequence of being there
every day (p. 70). He calls this a “breach in the context”. To apply this concept to design
investigation, an important aspect of the design must seem so “everyday” in its context
that during the analysis it is skipped and assumed not to be worth discussing (Heidegger,
1953/1996, p. 70). However, and somewhat paradoxically, seeing the entire page with
all its considerations in context is of significant importance to a design investigation.
Consequently, careful analysis of the complete product as well as its constitutive elements
is required for all case studies. An additional benefit of the case study approach is that:
Conducting qualitative research for a graphic design project encourages the
designer to focus less on the formal preoccupations of design and more on
people’s behaviour and attempts to understand their motivations. (Cooke,
cited in Bennet, 2006, p. 135)
In magazine design, targeting the audience of returning customers is especially important.
The designer needs to understand how people will react to certain design decisions and
how this impacts on the magazine’s aims and overall identity. Using case studies as a
research method is thus particularly beneficial in magazine design, as the industry offers
a considerable variety of examples encompassing different design approaches and years
of experience, with both success and failure in targeting readers. The case studies chosen
for the following analysis are the magazines Monster Children and Beach Culture, both
uniquely inventive in design approaches to appeal to their reader demographic.
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Chapter 4: Case Studies
I have no formal training in my field. In my case I’ve never learned all the
things I’m not supposed to do. I just did what made sense to me. So when
people started getting upset, I didn’t really understand why, and it was many
years later that someone explained to me that, basically, there was this group
that spent a lot of time trying to organise things, get some kind of system
going, and they saw me going in and throwing that out the window. (David
Carson in Helvetica, 2007).
This quote by David Carson points toward one of the reasons his designs were
revolutionary, as I further explain in Beach Culture, the first case study of this chapter.
The second case study, Campbell Milligan’s Monster Children magazine, provides a
current example from which to understand contemporary magazine approaches. The
analysis focuses on magazine structure, layout, and editorial design and compares the
ability of both magazines, Beach Culture and Monster Children, to sidestep design
parameters.
4.1 Beach Culture
The first case study examines surf magazine designs by David Carson from the late
20th century to his more current work. According to his website biography, “Carson and
his work have been featured in over 180 magazine and newspaper articles around the
world, including a feature in Newsweek magazine, and a front page article in the New
York Times” (2012). As a former professional surfer (Fig. 2), designer and art director
of the surfing magazines Beach Culture, Surfer, designs for Blue Magazine and Monster
Children, as well as advertisements for Quicksilver, not only is Carson experienced
in developing surf-related graphic designs, he also has inside connections to the surf
subculture. The main focus of the study is the magazine Beach Culture, which, among
many other awards, won ‘Best Overall Design’ and ‘Cover of the Year’ from the Society
of Publication Designers in New York, (Carson, 2012)1. Due to that magazine’s
subcultural value and exclusivity, no actual issue of the magazine could be examined
first-hand; other surf magazine graphics by Carson are also analysed and compared.
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Figure 2: Two images of David Carson surfing

In the preface to the book The End of Print, Lewis Blackwell (2000) claims that Carson
was mostly influenced by radical mass communications rather than common design
rules. Blackwell argues that in the 1980s, “Carson was already attempting to disrupt
preconceptions about how and where the relationship between headline, caption, body
text, image, and the page border was established” (2000, p. 2). David Carson became
a name for a new genre, by inventing “tricks and tics” such as “changing type size and
fonts, unusual or custom fonts, richly cluttered pages, stripped-down pages, [using]
mistakes, no grid, [and] big ideas” (p. 2). Carson’s sketches and experiments were
radical, reflecting the purpose of his grunge style. His style is actually reflective of the
youth surfing lifestyle. Imperfections in the design show that nobody needs to be perfect
to still enjoy riding a wave. Shapes and symbols interact with images and text, reflecting
a close connection between nature and surfers.

As rule-breaking as Carson’s designs are considered, he maintained a consistent
branding of the magazine throughout all issues of Beach Culture. For instance, the
magazine title uses the same serif type and layout placement in the upper-left corner of
the cover of all six published issues (Fig. 3). Thus Carson maintains consistency of the
identity style parameter. This choice to remain consistent reflects Carson’s judgement
on when to break design rules and when to contemplate their consequences. In the cover
design, Carson considered the reader’s approach to the magazine and chose to apply an
identity that could be easily recognised on store shelves. It is not known if Carson ever
considered reinventing the magazine identity for each issue.
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Figure 3: Cover Designs of Beach Culture Magazine

In the book The End of Print, “freedom and inspiration” are described as the
“stimulation for Carson to explore further the potential of print communication,
targeting a similar questing readership”, implying that the readership might also have
appreciated a variant approach to the design of cover layout (Blackwell, 2000, p. 28).
However, Carson was unique in another aspect of Beach Culture magazine: even though
it was a surfing magazine, none of the covers shows a typical surf photograph. It was
commonly expected that surfing was represented through images of skilled surfers on
waves, but Carson invented a different interpretation of the subculture. Each of the
five covers shown above (Fig. 3) depicts a person at different levels of abstraction.
Since none of the designs allows identification of the face, Carson might have intended
viewers to associate a particular face with the graphic – either recognising a surfing
mate or identifying with it themselves.
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Figure 4: Spread Design from Beach Culture (1990s)

In the above sample spread design from Beach Culture magazine (Fig. 4), Carson
applies his expressive typography. The design is not concerned with legibility; instead,
the type becomes a graphic symbol that might represent a person’s thoughts.
When one examines the semiology of this spread in more detail, the very first element
to notice is the bright red background colour. Carson chose a warm colour to once
again challenge the usually cold colour choices commonly associated with surfing.
The sign (in semiology) linked to red can be a warning of danger, which Carson may
want to express from the almost illegibly laid out article. The background pattern can
be deciphered as a partial Hawaiian license plate as well as a photograph of leaves or
flowers, clearly encoding the tropical surf location. The title of the article is placed
on a black uneven stripe italicised to the point of illegibility across both pages of the
spread. The article underneath on the right page looks like a newspaper article with
its serif type on a white cutout piece of paper. The leading of the text is compressed
tightly and combined with the changing type size some of it overlaps, making only
few lines actually legible. Five thin black stripes with text tilt towards the bottom right
corner, falling off the page. The black-and-white portrait photograph of a male surfer
in his twenties gives the entire spread the impression of a profile or interview editorial.
The signifier of the illegible text encodes Carson’s opinion that the actual article was
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not worth reading, better to be expressed as a visual adventure. In Hillman Curtis’
documentary, Carson claims that his starting point for designing was always to interpret
the content, and for his magazines Beach Culture and Ray Gun, Carson did not require
anyone’s approval before sending the magazine to the printer (2007).
David Carson’s creativity may seem completely random but is developed carefully with
the purpose of leaving the reader with a unique visual experience. The typography in
these spreads provides an example of how radical type can be included in magazine
design. The designer of Random House, Chip Kidd, claims in a video interview for The
David Carson Project documentary, that it was impressive for a designer to take these
creative risks in a commercial magazine (Trefry, 2012). Kidd affirms, “You couldn’t do
that with Time Magazine, and you wouldn’t want to, it wouldn’t make any sense. These
are surfers, they don’t read” (Trefry, 2012). Kidd’s argument could be considered rather
dismissive, but Carson’s success in using unreadable typography and grunge design for
this surfing magazine supports the assertion.
For Beach Culture, Carson used the newest Emigre typefaces (Dooley, 1998) but once
they became popular it was not inventive enough for him, so he published a “Special No
Emigre Font Issue”, directly addressing concerns of the design industry.
He then continued to explore different type options. “I set out to do things in an
emotional way,” Carson explains, “When I turn to a page in a book, to a magazine, to
any graphic design, I want an emotional reaction. . . I want to be taken aback, have my
breath taken away by what I see” (Armstrong & Writer, 1996). For the sixth and final
issue of Beach Culture, Carson attempted to take surfer’s breath away with his extreme
graphic treatment of “obliterating most headlines” that were “abstracted to the point of
incomprehensibility” that only ‘code-busters’ could interpret (Heller, 2004, p. 143).
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Figure 5: Spread and page showing examples of David Carson’s later surfing related graphics.

When comparing these Beach Culture spreads with Carson’s later work, it is clear that
his personal style certainly developed (Fig. 5). Large handwritten notes across the page
give the design a personality and include Carson’s thoughts. For that reason Carson
was described as self-indulgent, which he personally interpreted as a positive term,
additionally saying that the more computerised the world became, the more subjective
and personal the work should become (Curtis, 2007). Designer Massimo Vignelli also
called Carson ‘a master of noncommunication’, but he retorts in the documentary
Helvetica, “Just because something is legible doesn’t mean it communicates: it could
be communicating completely the wrong thing” (Hustwit, 2007). The use of images so
pixelated and blurry that they became interesting and unique is a signature of Carson’s
work. Throughout all this he establishes a visual hierarchy that challenges readers to
explore the page and figure out the purpose of the unique style. The semiological act
of seeking meaning in his designs can be found in the provocation of curiosity and the
desire to interpret the collages. Carson’s sketches and experiments in the 1990s were
radical and established an entirely new approach to design. Even today, his style can
easily be identified, and he recently designed graphics for Monster Children magazine,
which is the focus of my second case study.
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4.2 Monster Children
Monster Children is a Sydney-based magazine which was founded in 2003 out of
Campbell Milligan’s and Chris Searl’s frustration with other topic-focused magazines
(Green, 2011). It is published quarterly in Australia, New Zealand and recently in the
United States (GoodAsGold, 2011). Co-founder and publisher Campbell Milligan
explains in an article in Graphic Design: Australian Style Manual, “the basis was, we
make a magazine that has no real set limits to what we put in it, if we like something
or someone – it’s in. So, simply, the vision was to open our eyes to everything and
anything” (cited in Barnum, 2012, p. 184). In breadth, Monster Children covers
topics from art, film, skateboarding, surfing and music. Since there are no defined
constraints in content, this lifestyle magazine has a unique perspective that is driven
by the individuality of the publishers (Barnum, p. 184). However, while the wide
range of topics keeps the magazine interesting to its readers, USA Managing Editor
Lucy Goodwin points out that this makes it difficult, if not impossible, to define a
target audience (cited in Green, 2011). Not having a defined target audience creates a
challenge for advertisers, who must adjust to the idea that the magazine has the ability
to appeal to a wide range of people, only some of whom may become interested in the
diverse topics, products and services featured in Monster Children.

Figure 6: Campbell Milligan, founder of Monster Children
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According to Milligan, “the combination used for the magazine content has been
a successful one and has drawn much interest from the intended audience as well
as the graphic design community” (2012, p. 184). It is worth speculating that even
though Milligan asserts in this statement that there is an ‘intended audience’, Monster
Children’s choice of content actually caters to a broad readership with an interest in
surfing, skateboarding, music and film. The magazine’s design has also coincidentally
broadened its appeal to include the design industry. Since its first issue in 2003, the
magazine’s layout and design has developed to become more appealing and effective
in addressing the designer readership. Milligan claims, “Nowadays we can’t stand
the sight of the first issue,” as it has improved radically over the past 10 years (cited
in Barnum, p. 184). The following study examines two issues of the magazine from
2011 and 2012 to determine what makes Monster Children a highly successful lifestyle
magazine. Likewise, what or which design decisions helped the magazine to become an
example for the design community? To answer this it is important to identify the design
approaches used and the combination of styles appropriate to a sense of consistency
throughout the magazine.
The Monster Children magazine incorporates a variety of content that allows for
various style and layout compositions. Creativity is never limited to targeting a specific
topic, allowing the designers to create a different identity for each magazine issue. For
example, most issues offer two completely different cover designs, allowing readers to
select a preferred cover in the store. In the case of issue 32 of Monster Children, the two
cover designs connect to the different editorials found within the same edition.
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Figure 7: Monster Children cover designs of Issue 32

The first optional cover is a black grungy design that might be aimed at a male
audience, whereas the second pink minimalist cover uses broad negative space to
target female readers (Fig. 7). This flexible play with the magazine’s identity allows the
designer to explore new ideas for each issue, yet has the result of making it difficult for
the readers to identify the newest issue in the store. To add further to the mystique of the
publication, sometimes the title Monster Children is not displayed on the front cover:
customers must pick up the magazine to make sure it is the one they want, by inspecting
the spine. Despite the two covers for the same issue looking completely different, the
content within this issue is the same, as both cover design choices are linked to feature
articles.
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In Monster Children, issue 32, for example, the pink, feminine looking cover links
to an article in memory of the contemporary artist Margaret Kilgallen (Fig. 8). The
pink colour patches that continue throughout the ten-page feature article allow the
reader to transition between the pages while keeping the design consistent. If applying
Heidegger’s reflections on ‘phenomenology’, it could be argued that the sense of this
design builds up very slowly and is revealed in the very last paragraph of the article
(1953/1996, p. 70). First, the reader might get the impression that as a memorial
the pink stands for Kilgallen being pregnant and the possibility of her having a girl
child, but tragically it turns out she had cancer and the pink, although never distinctly
mentioned, indicates breast cancer. Design-wise, it is a successful example of homology
and semiology to connect both design and content while also creating meaning.
Although the artist, as the article states, passed ten years earlier, the design depicts her
story in a joyful manner.

Figure 8: Spread of the Margaret Kilgallen feature in Monster Children Issue 32

The opening spread, in the same pink style as the Monster Children cover, leads with
the title “Margaret Kilgallen: Our friend Margaret, Text and Compilation of words
– Michele Lockwood”, and the article begins with a “compilation of words” that
introduce Margaret. This section is split into nine different colours that break up the
text and place emphasis on sentences. Since the entire text is multi-coloured, however,
it becomes difficult to distinguish between the less and more important aspects within
each sentence. This style is used throughout the article and, although it could relate to a
synesthetic experience of connecting colours to words, no obvious explanation is given.
In effect, various colours draw attention to the pull-out quotes, but making sense of this
colour arrangement could well confuse the reader. The accompanying illustration is
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a black and white photograph of Margaret Kilgallen painting on a wall, overlaid with
another pink square. The main copy of the article discusses a memory of Kilgallen held
by Michele Lockwood, the author of the feature, before moving on to several examples
of Kilgallen’s artwork on the next page.
Throughout the article, the design remains consistent and the content stays focused on
memories of Margaret by friends and fellow artists. The quotations of memories are
formatted in italic sans-serif font to express spoken words and thoughts, rather than the
conventional plain text of journalistic or scholarly writing. The homology of designing
the feature this way (that italics stand in place of or are structurally similar to spoken
words and thoughts: the informal or first hand) approximates a connection to friends of
Kilgallen and allows the reader, who may have never heard of the artist, to get to know
her via these memories. The images in the article have no captions, photo credits, or
explanation, yet the accompanying paragraphs establish a close relation between design,
images and text-based content. Only in the last paragraph does the article introduce
Kilgallen’s friends, whose memories were previously revealed in the seemingly
anonymous feature quotes, a technique that stands in place of citing each person’s name
with or before their quotes. The article ends abruptly with directions to a hyperlink:
“To hear Dan give insight on Margaret’s work check: http://www.tumbler.com/tagged/
margaret+kilgallen” and although referring the readers to further reading online the
magazine supplies no editorial symbol to end the article. Despite the feature article
containing little that is cogently explanatory it does slowly let slip hints about Kilgallen,
whereby readers gain a gradual insight into the displayed artwork and memories. The
success of this feature certainly comes from keeping it simple, if not subtle, by dividing
the article into the thoughts of different people about Kilgallen, rather than the more
conventional memorial piece about Kilgallen.
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The table of contents for the 32nd issue of Monster Children can be found on pages
12 and 13, cleverly hidden in a full spread photograph of a hung-over Cookie Monster
on a street bench, while a person in a Mickey Mouse costume holds up a newspaper
stylised sign with the list of contents (Fig. 9). The table of contents spread could easily
be mistaken for an advertisement and thus overlooked when flipping through the
pages. The question here is, how does this design choice for the table of contents create
meaning? The question leads to examination of the semiology within this spread.
First of all, the image has a confusing effect and requires readers to take the time to
identify its location. The design is innovative and shocking, placing these commonly
known cartoon characters in a dirty street, drunk and passed out on a park bench and
touting with a sign. Since the sign, held up by Mickey Mouse, contains the table of
contents, it creates the impression that Mickey is soliciting readers to continue to the
articles. The position of the red Cookie Monster on the bench points towards the red
pants of Mickey, creating a visual hierarchy. The blurred car in the foreground adds
depth and movement to the photograph.

Figure 9: Table of Contents of Issue 32

It is debatable, however, whether the Sunkist logo on the wall was intended as a form
of embedded marketing or whether a mistake occurred in the design (Fig 10). For a
published magazine, it is critical to rule out such mistakes: a mistake that involves
branding could lead to legal copyright issues. The likelihood of such errors occurring in
a commercial magazine with tight deadlines is considerable. This becomes obvious as
another error occurs within the same table of contents.
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The typography on the sign overlaps with the left hand of Mickey Mouse (Fig. 10). If
this spread alone allows such design mistakes to occur it shows poor attention to detail.
Strangely, the table of contents is not even particularly helpful in locating an article,
since not all pages throughout the magazine display page numbers. Therefore the only
way to use the table of contents is by counting the pages, making it very inconvenient
for readers to locate a particular article.

Figure 10: Design mistakes in Table of
Contents of Monster Children Issue 32
Sunkist Logo on the right.
Typography Error below.
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Figure 11: Table of Contents of Monster Children Issue 35

For issue 35 of Monster Children, the table of contents uses a different design approach,
with a modular grid structure used to organise preview images for each article in
vertical stripe format (Fig 11). By using this minimalist design for the index, while
the covers employ the grunge design approach, Monster Children demonstrates a
compelling ability to successfully combine different styles in one magazine. As Milligan
asserts, “We don’t have a set masthead, the magazine is landscape and we change the
department headers each issue, so we managed to give ourselves a bunch of extra work
each issue” (cited in Barnum, 2012, p. 185). Certainly the choice of redesigning each
issue from scratch adds to the designer’s workload and it also distinguishes Monster
Children from other magazines on the market. The magazine’s goal is to be unique, and
although the extra work may allow more errors to occur in the need to meet deadlines,
the magazine did achieve an outstanding position in the magazine industry. However,
Monster Children retains consistency in its landscape A4 format, its number of pages
(120 per issue), as well as the content organisation and typography, as Campbell
Milligan explains, “Each magazine is usually based around 3-4 fonts max; Helvetica is
the body copy font for now” (p. 185).

In the documentary Helvetica (2007), Michael Bierut says corporate identity during
the 1960s shifted to Helvetica font, replacing hand-lettering and cursive “weddinginvitation” fonts with the clarity of the sans-serif. On the other hand, David Carson
asserts, “if something has a very important message and it’s said in a boring,
nondescript way then the message can be lost” (Helvetica, 2007).
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So why would Monster Children magazine, which tries to create unique designs, use
such a generic font? It neither communicates personality to an article nor distinguishes
between individual content. The main reason for choosing the same type for the entire
body copy is simply consistency. It could be argued that consistency is needed so as
to contrast with the varying layout and creative type headlines. The justified, blocky
articles for each spread do in part establish Monster Children’s identity.

Figure 12: Editorial design of Monster Children Issue 35

The magazine uses a very complex grid (Fig. 12). The space between columns varies,
and breaking the grid allows images and text to shift and overlap. Indeed, the Monster
Children layout tends to break several common design rules. Normally the line length of
text should not exceed twelve words. A number of feature articles in Monster Children
use over thirty words in one line for articles with paragraphs in interview format. The
format of a magazine usually indicates the orientation of the text. Yet Monster Children
often changes the orientation within the same page, forcing the reader to rotate the entire
magazine (Fig. 12). This active involvement in reading the article can stimulate reader
interest, but if it is not well designed the page hierarchy risks becoming confusing.
Monster Children solves this issue with the use of images and negative space, as well as
arrows to indicate where to read and when to keep flipping pages.
To conclude this case study, Monster Children is consistent in the use of certain design
elements, such as page numbers, format, and body copy font. Part of its identity is
its unusually varying cover designs, experimental layouts of the articles and table
of contents. The style variety brings Monster Children to the attention not only of a
subculture readership but also to the design community.
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Both case studies, Beach Culture and Monster Children, show the development of
experimental design approaches in magazine design from the early 1990s to current
design in the early 21st century. They provide evidence that it is possible to bend the
design rules and create unique ways of expressing editorial content. In the 1990s,
David Carson was at times unknowingly ignoring core design rules but to good effect.
Campbell Milligan chose more consciously to challenge design conventions in order
to address an audience prepared to engage with variety within the layout of single and
successive issues of a popular magazine. In Beach Culture, the cover retains strong
typographic consistency while the spreads are highly expressive for each separate
article, to the point of abstraction. Monster Children, on the other hand, is very
consistent with the typography of its body copy to keep articles legible, but the cover
design is entirely different, with two separate design choices for each issue. Monster
Children also establishes a close relationship between the content of the article and the
design choices, hiding clues to the content within the design. The clues supplied are
not explicit and are not necessarily announced in the article itself, as in the example of
the colour pink which may also be used for breast cancer awareness (as discussed in
relation to the article on Margaret Kilgallen).
In short, clever design decisions add important notes to an article. Beach Culture, on the
other hand, tends to dismiss the content of the article by designing it to an unreadable
state while placing emphasis on the expression of content through design. Comparative
choices explicitly demonstrate the differences in each magazine’s readership, between
Beach Culture’s world of lazy surfers and alternative designers and Monster Children’s
cultural, music, surf and art readership. Yet these exemplars share common traits, as
their respective design approaches point to divergent developments in print publication
over recent decades. Both magazines demonstrate that, to a certain extent, conventional
style parameters are not necessary, and adhering to convention too strictly risks stylistic
boredom for the readership and in editorial design.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
To assess why and how surfing magazines use variety in layout design, and to test
whether an alternative varied content and style approach contravenes the conventional
idea that a publication is governed by parameters of style unity reinforcing marketplace
identity, the analysis in the previous chapters needs to be synthesised. This conclusion
now considers the theoretical and methodological insights previously examined.
Addressing members of the surf subculture, who may only have in common the urge to
escape the stressful life of modern society, can be challenging. As the author of this study,
I was intrigued by and sought to explore design methods and solutions directly linked to
research on three core areas of concern: the surf subculture, style, and publication design.
Analysis of the surfing subculture provided an understanding of the primary readership
of surfing magazines. The importance of sensitivity to a subculture’s development and
relationship to mainstream society and consumerism is that subculture values provide
tools for designers, to assist in connecting readers with the design outcomes of their
magazines. In the design of a magazine the target readership plays a major role, one that
extends possible style solutions beyond standard tropes. The surf subculture includes
several age groups and social backgrounds that need to be considered in the choosing
of a design style. Coupland, cited in the introduction to this thesis, notes that style has
a “social meaning” even when applied differently to its original contextual intention
(2007, p. 1). The shifting of different design styles such as ‘Swiss Style’, ‘Grunge’, and
‘Contemporary’ out of their original context into a new configuration is explored in the
practical work component of this project, where the origins of these three design styles
remain explicit, while applied to the social meaning in surf subculture.
Gaining insight into a subculture allows the exploration of homology: the concept of
an organisational system within a subculture. In the surfing subculture, homology is
represented through style of surfboards, wetsuits, board shorts, and salty, sun-bleached
hair, as well as surfing etiquette. Tapping into these cultural codes in the magazine design
helps to create a connection between the readership and their appreciation of design.
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Eventually, homology can also be applied as a design method itself, by using design
elements to carry ‘sign-value’ that stands in place or ‘speaks to’ the surf subculture
readership. The combination of aesthetics, style and function used in layouts and
typography are part of the homology in magazine design. Patterns repeating in the style
throughout the magazine, as can also be viewed in my practical work, allow readers
to transition from one article to the next. What has come to light is that homology aids
in creating meaning behind design decisions, but another methodology discussed in
this thesis, semiology, is even more specifically concerned with the study of meaning
created by signs. For a stylistically adaptive designer it is particularly important to
understand and be able to create intended meanings with a chosen style, so that the end
product makes sense to the intended audience. For the surfing magazine, semiology
establishes another connection with the surf subculture, because the readership needs
to be able to identify the signs and understand their intended meaning. Knowing the
subculture is therefore an essential consideration within magazine design methodology.
However, a magazine may not appeal to the ideal readership within a subculture if it is
so provocative and experimental that potential readers cannot decode the semiological
system at work, a perplexing consideration that will be left for future research.
The discussion of design methodologies provides an overview of the tools necessary
for understanding some of the aesthetic decisions during the development of a surfing
magazine. Drawing from the above methodologies, the case studies of Beach Culture
and Monster Children allowed analysis of design decisions. These case studies were
selected for their rule-breaking and unique design reputation. They provided useful
examples of style parameters maintained for consistency while discarding the rules
when creativity was required. The two magazines approach their content differently
with regard to an ideal audience and use semiology to make meaningful designs.
Returning to the research question, the case studies help demonstrate that conventional
style parameters are necessary to an extent, but that adhering to them too strictly is
stifling. In this thesis and through its related practical project, it has been argued that
conventional publications are governed by unified style parameters used to reinforce
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marketplace identity, but these rules can limit creativity and constrain the possibility
of creating a uniquely diverse visual experience within a single magazine design. It
has also been argued that surf subculture members, especially those who come from
different backgrounds and lifestyles, are first and foremost joined together by their
passion to ride waves. The consequence of addressing a subculture whose members
have diverse backgrounds is that design choices must capture the subculture’s variety
through a combination of characteristic styles. The ‘Soulwave’ magazine, developed as
the practical project outcome to this thesis, demonstrates an example of various design
styles combined in a surf publication. In short, this thesis highlights the importance
of using variety in layout design so as to stand out from the mass in the wide-ranging
industry of publication design. Yet it is imperative that a stylistically adaptive designer
understands the limits to the patience of an intended audience when confronted with
design confusion instead of conceptually engaging profusion. The designer’s skill lies
in creating visually unique designs that keep readers subscribing to their favourite
publications.
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